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In this future setting, the Simpson family had grown older,

but their spirit remained as vibrant as ever and

their eyes on the future site were as sharp a sword.

In this breathtaking union, the past's watchful eye embraces the future's
marvels, fueled by the fiery passion of the rising Sun of AI & Blockchain!
Let the journey into innovation and Financial freedom begin!
Once upon a time in the futuristic world of Springfield, the beloved town
from "The Sempsun," an extraordinary transformation was about to unfold.

In the year 2023, the citizens were buzzing with excitement as they

witnessed the convergence of two remarkable forces:

the iconic Sempsuns family and the power of artificial intelligence (AI)

embedded in a revolutionary crypto token.



Bart, now a tech-savvy entrepreneur, had developed a groundbreaking

AI technology called "Sempsuns AI Token."

This token utilized advanced algorithms and machine learning to enhance

financial transactions and revolutionize the way people interacted with

digital currencies.

As news of Sempsuns AI Coin spread throughout Springfield,

the townsfolk were captivated by the possibilities it offered. Marge, always

the voice of reason, saw the potential for financial stability and decided to

invest in Sempsun AI Coin. She believed in Bart's vision and wanted to

secure a brighter future for her family.



Meanwhile, Lisa, the ever-curious and intellectually driven daughter, saw

an opportunity to combine her passion for AI with her desire to make

a positive impact.

She joined forces with Bart, using her knowledge

to fine-tune the AI algorithms behind Smart Coin Together,

they aimed to create a token that would not only benefit

Springfield but also the world at large.

Homer, the lovable and sometimes clueless father, stumbled upon

the power of SmartCoin in his own unique way.

While initially skeptical, he soon realized the potential for financial gain.

With his newfound enthusiasm, he became an advocate for

Sempsun AI Coin, spreading the word to his friends at Moe's Tavern

and beyond.



As the citizens of Springfield embraced SmartCoin, the town experienced

an economic renaissance. Local businesses flourished, and the community

thrived.

The AI-powered token facilitated seamless transactions, secure

investments, and even charitable initiatives. It became a symbol

of progress and unity, bringing the people of Springfield closer together.

The success of Sempsuns AI Coin caught the attention of the wider world,

and soon other cities and countries sought to adopt this innovative

technology.

The Sempsuns, once a simple animated family, had become pioneers in

the realm of AI and crypto tokens.

In the end, the combination of the Sempsuns' future setting and the power

of AI in the form of SmartCoin transformed Springfield into a beacon

of technological advancement and financial prosperity. The town's legacy

would forever be intertwined with the remarkable journey of SmartCoin,

reminding everyone that even in the most unexpected places, innovation

and the power of AI can shape a brighter future for all.



Our Story began with a group of long-time friends, who were skilled business

leaders and forex traders backed up by top tear global investors coming from

Canada, UK, SINGAPORE , TURKEY, United Arab Emirates(DUBAI) and,

Saudi Arabia). Together, We've successfully managed 25 businesses worth

a total of $120 million. But our journey in the meme token world wasn't

smooth. We came across setbacks. These challenges inspired us to use our

combined knowledge and resources to start a reliable project.

Our token is watched over by the 'Sempsuns family'. This isn't a real family

but represents the founders' 30 years of friendship and business experience.

Having guided 25 companies through tough economic times, they've

earned a reputation for being sharp and forward-thinking, much like the

'Sempsuns family' who can predict economic changes.

With the power of Artificial Intelligence and the security of blockchain, our

project aims for a lasting impact. We want to shield people from scams and

create a strong and dependable system. The more the community stands

by us, we promise to offer valuable services, with many exciting plans

on the horizon.

With diverse expertise in fields like finance, engineering, and AI spanning

30 years, we've joined forces with renowned developers from projects like

zelda/lambu innu and e-liberty blockchain who believed in our vision and

became part of the family. As part of the Sempsun's Family, our mission

is to empower 98% of dedicated individuals, offering financial education,

investments, and leadership skills. Embark on this promising journey with us!
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There’s No Changes to Taxation.

2٪ Tax Contributes Back to
The Liquidity Pool.

The Project is Registered on CM,
CG, DexTools, and UniSwap.

Liquidity is Locked to Prevent
Rug Pulls.

There's No Blacklisting Function.

Self-Burning Mechanism (Dragon
Wallet) is in Place.

The Supply is Fixed and Entirely
Burned On UniSwap.

Web3 web-site With Full
ssL security.

Anti-Whale and Anti-Sniper
Protections are Implemented.

The Project is Active on All Social
Platforms.



Contract Has Been Renounced
and Cannot Be Altered or
Removed Permanently.

Smart Contract is Uniquely
Developed by A World Expert
DEV, Distinct From Copycat
Contracts.

The Project Boasts A Team of Ten
Successful Experts, Wealthy
Founders, and Extensive Marketing
and DEV Teams.

Stands as The Most Authentic DAO
Project in The Community and is
Designed to Persist as Long As
The Blockchain Exists.

Direct Purchase Using Credit and
Debit Cards From the Smart Chain
is Facilitated Through Highly
Secure Gateways ( Moon Pay).

Community Passive Income is
Generated Through Stacking,
Farming, and SempsunAI trading
protocol.

Project Purpose is To Shield
People From Rug Pulls and
Scams & Provide Financial
Solutions and Freedom.



TokenomicsTokenomics



%70

UniSwap Liquidity Investors & DEV Team

%16

Exchanges listing
(locked )

%6

Rewards ( Stacking,
Farming, Gamifications)

%5

Marketing Wallet

%3

Liquidity pool 1%

Burning (Dragon wallet) 1%

Marketing wallet 2%

Marketing wallet 2%

Liquidity pool 1%

Selling Tax

%4

Buying Tax

%3

Total SupplyTotal Supply
420T

420,000,000,000,000
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Phase 1 ( Target $10M IN 7 days):

Designing Captivating Brandings Logos

and Marketing Material.

Finalising Web3 Full SSL Secured

Website.

Pre Launch Huge Marketing

Campaign To Spread Awareness.

Renounce The Contract & Lock Liquidity. Stealth Secret Zero Hour Launch.

Launching Social Media Channels

Campaigns (5000 Members Telegram,

3000 Twitter and Another 10000 Members

on Pintrest, Instagram, Discord and Facebook).

Registrations On CM, CG , DEXTOOLS

& UniSwap.

DEXTools Trending Campaign.

ETH Trending Campaign.



Phase 2 ( Target $20M IN 25 Days, $500k
Liquidity 5000 Holders ):

Huge Influencers Marketing Campaign. Tier 3 & Tier 2 Exchanges Listing.

Developing Community Passive

Rewards (Farming, Stacking).

Weekly Draw On Huge Prizes. PartnerShip with Dubai base,

Singapore and USA Companies.

Developing NFT Market Place.

Phase 3 ( Target $100M IN 60 Days, $1M
Liquidity 20000 Holders ):

Huge Influencers & Major Press Releases

Marketing Campaign.

Tier 1 Exchanges Listing.

Launching Community Passive

Rewards (Farming, Stacking).

Launching SempsunAI 2.0 Secret Income

protocol.

PartnerShip with Dubai base,

Singapore and USA Companies.

Launching Sempsun Online Live Academy ( live & Online Events ),

Launching NFT Market Place.
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Our project's journey started with experienced founders who were

successful businesspeople and forex traders.

After years of involvement in the meme token industry, they faced rug

pulls and scams, motivating them to pool their experience, funds, and

talent to create an authentic project.

This token is backed by the Sempsuns family's watchful eye, embracing

the future marvels fueled by the fiery passion of Artificial Intelligence,

ensuring its longevity with the blockchain. Our primary objective is

to protect people from scammers and unscrupulous founders.

As long as the community supports us, we are committed to adding

valuable services and wealth enhancements. We, the ten founders, come

from various successful backgrounds, such as finance, trades,

engineering, real estate, market analysis, training, coaching, and AI with

over 30 years of experience.

We have partnered with internationally recognized smart contract

developers and coders, who believe in our vision and have a vast

blockchain experience. Together, our goal is to support over 98% of

hardworking individuals by providing financial education, positive

investment portfolios, and essential leadership and communication skills

for their personal and financial growth through unique and engaging

methodologies. Join our family on this exciting journey to a bright

financial future!

FOUNDERSFOUNDERS



Excellent world class specialists who have been significantly involved

in the blockchain and crypto currency business for ١١ years and have

successfully coded many large projects such as zeldda inno and many

billion dollar projects.

They met the founders and were impressed by their success in several

international industry fields, but most of all by their dedication and

determination to create a project that will rid the industry of cheap

scammers and make it the new safe bride for people's financial growth

and freedom.

DEVELOPPERSDEVELOPPERS


